1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Zinc sulphide is one of the most important II--VI semiconductors with a band gap of about 3.6 eV [@b0005]. ZnS-nanoparticles have a high potential in many different technological applications [@b0010], e.g. as photonic crystals [@b0015; @b0020] or in optoelectronic devices [@b0025; @b0030]. There are numerous reports on the synthesis of nanocrystalline ZnS in the literature [@b0035]. Without strong capping ligands, however, nanocrystalline ZnS is often obtained in micrometer-sized agglomerates [@b0040]. Thus, for the preparation of soluble ZnS nanocrystals, usually bulky surfactants are used as stabilisers to prevent aggregation. Joo et al. [@b0045] reported a general synthesis method towards metal sulphide nanocrystals using oleylamine (OA), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) and elemental sulphur for the preparation of monodisperse sphalerite ZnS nanocrystals. Following this publication, the synthesis method became popular, was further developed and extended to ternary and quarternary sulphides and selenides [@b0050; @b0055; @b0060; @b0065; @b0070; @b0075; @b0080; @b0085; @b0090].

The analytical foundation of most papers is based on X-ray diffraction (XRD)-analysis and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)-analysis. Although modern electron microscopy is inevitable in the structural characterisation, the selection of the images remains a quite subjective issue and sometimes does not really represent the sample in total. In this context, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is a valuable complementary method analysing a larger amount of the sample. Although data analysis and interpretation are laborious and sometimes difficult, SAXS is a well suited method for investigating the size, shape and distribution for nanoparticles in the solid state [@b0095] but also in solution [@b0100]. This latter point is of special interest as many applications require stable and well dissolved nanoparticles. Here, a combination of SAXS and dynamic light scattering (DLS) delivers the desired information, e.g. if nanoparticles are separately dissolved or if agglomerates are formed. In contrast to the high number of articles dealing with the synthesis of ZnS nanoparticles, reports dealing with the structural characterisation of the prepared ZnS nanoparticles using SAXS [@b0075; @b0105; @b0110; @b0115; @b0120; @b0125; @b0130] are less common.

The analysis of size and structural properties of nanoparticles is one of the fundamental tasks in colloid science, because material properties are directly influenced by these parameters. In this study, we discuss the structural details of amine-capped ZnS nanoparticles in the solid state as well as in solution by using complementary analysis methods. We chose two long-chained amines -- oleylamine and dodecylamine -- as solvent and capping agent in a simplified synthesis procedure for the preparation of ZnS nanoparticles [@b0045]. We thereby investigate the influence of the organic moiety. Oleylamine exhibits a double bond in the middle of the chain; dodecylamine has only single bonds, whereas the chemical reactivity of the amine should not be affected, see [Scheme 1](#f0055){ref-type="fig"}. Thus, the only difference should stem from the length and size requirements of the organics.

The nanoparticles were structurally characterised by XRD, TEM and SAXS investigations in the solid state. The particles are still soluble in organic solvents, and the colloidal solution was characterised by DLS, SAXS and UV--Visible spectroscopy.

2. Experimental section {#s0010}
=======================

ZnCl~2~ (puriss. p.a. \>98%, Sigma Aldrich), sulphur (powder, approx. 100 mesh, sublimated, Sigma Aldrich), oleylamine (technical grade, 70%, Sigma Aldrich), dodecylamine (98%, Sigma Aldrich), and methanol (Baker analysed reagent grade, J.T. Baker) were used without further purification. The reactions were carried out under nitrogen atmosphere.

2.1. Nanoparticle synthesis {#s0015}
---------------------------

### 2.1.1. ZnS-OA {#s0055}

ZnCl~2~ (272.6 mg, 2.00 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was dissolved in oleylamine (10 mL, 30.3 mmol, 15.1 eq.) by heating the mixture to 170 °C for 30 min. After the solution was cooled down, a solution of sulphur (192.4 mg, 6.00 mmol, 3 eq.) in oleylamine (3 mL, 9.08 mmol, 4.5 eq.) was added and the mixture was heated for 1 h at 210 °C. The solution was cooled down, and the particles were precipitated into methanol and separated by centrifugation. The particles were washed by suspending them in methanol and centrifugation. Then, they were dried under reduced pressure at ambient temperature.

### 2.1.2. ZnS-DA {#s0060}

ZnCl~2~ (272.6 mg, 2.00 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was dissolved in dodecylamine (7 mL, 30.2 mmol, 15.1 eq.) by heating the mixture to 170 °C for 30 min. After the reaction mixture was cooled down, a solution of sulphur (192.4 mg, 6.0 mmol, 3 eq.) in dodecylamine (3 mL, 13.0 mmol, 6.5 eq.) was added and the mixture was stirred for 1 h at 210 °C. The solution was cooled down, and the particles were precipitated into methanol and separated by centrifugation. The particles were washed by suspending them in methanol and centrifugation. Then, they were dried under reduced pressure at ambient temperature.

2.2. Characterisation techniques {#s0020}
--------------------------------

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained on a Siemens D 501 diffractometer in Bragg--Brentano-geometry operated at 40 kV and 30 mA, using Cu Kα radiation (*λ* = 1.54178 Å) at a scan rate of 0.05° (50 s measurement time per step). The diameter of the primary crystallites of the ZnS-nanoparticles (*D~XRD~*) was determined according to the broadening of the diffraction peaks using the Scherrer relationship (Eq. [(1)](#e0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}):$$D_{\mathit{XRD}} \approx \frac{K\  \ast \ \lambda}{\Delta(2\theta)\  \ast \ \cos\theta}$$with *Δ*(2*θ*) is the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the peak in radians, *θ* is half of the scattering angle 2*θ* and *K* is the Scherrer form factor, which is 0.9 for spherical particles. In this context, it is very important to note that the Scherrer relationship is only a good approximation for spherical crystals. The size is inversely proportional to the integral width. Crystal size determination was performed using the 1 1 1 reflection at 2*θ* = 28.7°. The experimental line width was determined to be 0.12° at this 2*θ*-position by measuring a Si-reference standard (NIST 640c).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations were carried out on a Philips CM20, 200 kV and LaB~6~ cathode, and the high resolution image was performed using a FEI TF20, 200 kV and field emission gun. Samples for TEM investigations were prepared by dispersing the powder particles on a holey polymer support film coated with carbon.

UV--Visible absorption spectra were recorded on Cary 50 Bio UV--Visible Spectrophotometer.

For dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements, we used a laboratory built goniometer, which was equipped with single mode fibre optics and an ALV single photon detector. The light source was a Verdi V5 diode laser from Coherent with a wavelength of 532 nm and a maximum output power of 5 W (typically laser power used 0.5 W). The data acquisition was performed with an ALV 5000 multiple *τ* digital correlator. This allows a minimum time interval of 12.5 ns for the correlation function. The ALV-5000/E software package was used to record and store the correlation functions. All experiments were carried out at 25 °C and at a scattering angle of 90°. Each sample was measured 10 times for 60 s. The obtained correlation functions were averaged and used for the calculation of the size distributions. We used the ORT software [@b0135] to determine the volume weighted size distribution functions.

### 2.2.1. Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) {#s0065}

The SAXS equipment was a SAXSess camera (Anton-Paar, Graz, Austria) using an X-ray generator (Philips, PW 1730/10) operated at 40 kV and 50 mA with a sealed-tube Cu anode. A Göbel mirror was used to convert the divergent polychromatic X-ray beam into a collimated line-shaped beam of Cu Kα radiation (*λ* = 0.154 nm). The 2D scattering pattern was recorded by an imaging-plate detector (model Fuji BAS1800 from Raytest, Straubenhardt, Germany) and integrated into the one-dimensional scattering function *I*(*q*) using SAXSQuant software (Anton-Paar).

Liquid samples were filled at room temperature into the sample holder (quartz capillary in a metal block, temperature controlled by a Peltier element, ±0.1 K) and measured at 25 °C.

Powder samples were pressed into a 1 mm slit within an Al-plate and mounted directly in the camera without using any additional window for the sample holder.

The evaluation of the SAXS data is presented in the [Supporting information](#s0050){ref-type="sec"}.

3. Results and discussion {#s0025}
=========================

Complementary methods were used to characterise the ZnS nanoparticles capped with oleylamine (OA) and dodecylamine (DA), respectively, in the solid state and in solution to gain information concerning size and structural properties.

3.1. Characterisation of the nanoparticles in the solid state {#s0030}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Phase analysis was performed by powder X-ray diffraction. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} compares the diffraction patterns of the oleylamine-capped zinc sulphide nanoparticles (ZnS-OA) and the dodecylamine-capped ones (ZnS-DA). Intense peaks at 2*θ* = 28.7° (1 1 1), 47.6° (2 2 0), 56.3° (3 1 1) and smaller ones at 33.1° (2 0 0), 59.1° (2 2 2), 69.5° (4 0 0), 76.8° (3 3 1) and 79.1° (4 2 0) are observed, which are in good agreement with the Powder Diffraction File (PDF) 5-0566 of the International Centre for Diffraction Data for sphalerite-ZnS. An additional broad peak at 2*θ* = 20° is observed attributable to the organic capping ligand as this peak disappears upon annealing at temperatures above 250 °C. The width of the observed peaks indicates that the material is nanocrystalline. Using the Scherrer equation, a rough estimation of the crystallite size reveals 3.1 nm as value for the crystallite diameter of the sample ZnS-OA and 3.5 nm for ZnS-DA.

The XRD-patterns of both samples also show a high intensity at values of 2*θ* \< 10°. To exploit this scattering range, SAXS measurements on powder samples have been carried out. [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} shows the SAXS data of both samples in the double logarithmic plot. Both samples show an interaction peak at a q value of approximately 1 nm^−1^. The upturn at low *q*-values indicates larger structures. The data were evaluated using the generalised indirect Fourier transformation (GIFT). The model for the structure factor used by GIFT was a modification of the one introduced by Hoekstra and co-workers for sticky hard spheres [@b0140; @b0145] and is described in more detail in the experimental section. The obtained model data are summarised in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} and the approximation to the experimental data is shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. For both samples, similar results were obtained. The scattering objects exhibit a radius of 2.9 (ZnS-OA) and 2.7 nm (ZnS-DA), with a volume fraction of approx. 0.46, which correlates well to a dense packing of spheres where the shell of the capping amine forms a continuous matrix in between. Taking these parameters and using core radii of 2.0 nm for ZnS-OA and 1.8 nm for ZnS-DA, one can estimate the volume fraction of the ZnS-cores within the solid to be 15% for the ZnS-OA and 14% for the ZnS-DA systems. The dense packing is also reflected in the high fractal dimension. The high polydispersity values might be due to imperfections of the structure factor model used, since they are not found in the model free description of the particle form factor.

Using the GIFT routine, also the pair distance distribution function *p*(*r*) (PDDF) can be obtained. The PDDF is a real space analogue of the form factor of the scattering particles containing the same information, which is just easier to interpret than in the reciprocal space. The PDDF can be interpreted as a histogram of all distances between scattering centres present in the particle weighted by the contrast at the endpoint of the distances [@b0150]. The PDDFs of both samples ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A) are bell shaped, which is typically for globular particles. Deconvolution of the PDDF results in the radial contrast profile Δ*ρ*(*r*) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}B). It shows high electron density up to a radius of 2.0 nm (ZnS-OA) and 1.8 nm (ZnS-DA), respectively. Due to the high contrast, these values correspond to the inorganic core of the particles. Comparison of these radii with the interaction radii obtained for the structure factor model, a core--shell model can be proposed, with an inorganic ZnS core with a diameter of 4 nm and 3.6 nm, respectively, and an organic capping shell of 0.9 nm. These values seem to be contrary to the XRD-results, which show smaller crystallites for ZnS-OA. It has to be noted that both methods are suitable to only a limited extent to give absolute numbers for such small nanoparticles. Differences between both analyses methods are often encountered [@b0040]. However, the values for the inorganic core are in the same order as the estimations from the XRD-measurements, which indicate that nanoparticles are monocrystalline as the primary crystallite size and the scattering spheres are in the same range. The organic shell is lower as expected for isolated spheres but is in consistence with closely packed spheres -- also indicated by the high volume fraction and the high fractal dimension, where the organic shells can interpenetrate to some extent. The deconvolution also results in an estimate of polydispersity, which was found to be 0.16 for both samples.

In order to prove this model, TEM measurements have been undertaken and representative micrographs are shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} for ZnS-OA and in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} for ZnS-DA. The TEM-micrographs confirm the results of the SAXS measurements and XRD-analysis and show that the particle sizes are in the range between 2 and 5 nm. Having a closer look, the particles in the sample ZnS-OA ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}) have a mean diameter of approximately 3.5 nm and are well separated.

The particles in sample ZnS-DA ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}) are closer packed as in sample ZnS-OA, and two different types of particles can be observed, spherical particles with a diameter of approximately 2.6 nm and larger elongated particles with a length up to 6 nm. This could also give an explanation of the differences in particle size observed by XRD and SAXS, as ZnS-DA generally exhibits smaller nanoparticles but in addition also some larger nanostructures.

In [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}, a high resolution TEM image of ZnS-DA nanoparticles is presented. The nanoparticles have sizes of 2--4 nm. The plane distance of 0.313 nm, which is found for a particle imaged down the \[0 1 1\] crystallographic zone axis, corresponds well to data base values (PDF 5-0566).

3.2. Characterisation of the nanoparticles in solution {#s0035}
------------------------------------------------------

The nanoparticles can be redissolved in apolar solvents such as hexane and dichloromethane yielding stable solutions. This is an important issue for applications in solutions or the use of these nanoparticles in the preparation of nanocomposite materials. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements as well as SAXS were used to investigate nanoparticle solutions in hexane. In [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, the volume weighted size distribution functions *D~v~*(*R*) of both the samples, calculated via inverse Laplace transformation from the measured correlation functions, are shown. In both the samples, the main fraction has a hydrodynamic radius of about 3.5 nm for ZnS-OA and 4.3 nm for ZnS-DA. However, the dodecylamine-capped ZnS nanoparticles tend to agglomerate and form additional bigger sized aggregates with a radius of 20 nm. We assume that oleylamine is a better capping ligand because (1) of the longer carbon chain and (2) of the fact that the double bond leads to a more disordered shell, which facilitates dissolution.

The SAXS scattering curves in double logarithmic representation ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}) show a horizontal regime at low q for ZnS-OA, indicating mostly small particles, while the slope found for ZnS-DA is due to the presence of the larger aggregates. Indirect Fourier transformation of the curves results in PDDFs ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}A). The curve obtained for ZnS-OA is asymmetrical with a tail at the right hand side. This can be well explained in terms of a core--shell particle, which has a high contrast in the core and a low contrast in the outer shell. The PDDF can be deconvoluted [@b0155], resulting in an electron density profile ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}B). It shows the expected high contrast in the core and a low contrast in the shell. Approximating a two step model to the data results in a core radius of 2.1 nm and a total radius of 4.0 nm, which corresponds to a shell thickness of 1.9 nm, which matches well with a previous finding in literature [@b0160]. As also reported by Keshari and Pandey [@b0095], the core radius is again in good agreement with XRD data and the results from SAXS on the solid material, while the organic shell is now found to be considerably thicker. This is consistent with singular dissolved nanoparticles and a ligand shell with almost stretched molecules.

On the other hand, the PDDF of ZnS-DA shows a maximum at approximately the same position like the ZnS-OA curve but has further maxima at larger distances and decays slowly. This can be explained by the presence of particles that are of about the same size like in the case of ZnS-OA in combination with larger aggregates, where the maxima at larger distances are due to the local arrangement of the particles in the aggregates. The actual shape of these particles cannot be determined from the PDDF and it is possible that some of the features can be explained by elongation of the particles. The peaks at 7 nm and 11 nm are, however, a clear indication that partial aggregation of the particles occurred. This is also the reason, why a detailed analysis of the particle shape and ligand structure was not possible.

In [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}, the UV-absorption spectra of both the samples in hexane solution are shown. Both samples have an absorption onset at approximately 325 nm, thus the absorption of light is shifted to lower wavelengths compared to bulk ZnS (bandgap: 3.66 eV, absorption onset: 338 nm) [@b0165], as expected for nanoparticles.

4. Conclusions {#s0040}
==============

To gain more information on the structure of amine-capped metal sulphides, we studied ZnS nanoparticles capped with two different amines -- oleylamine and dodecylamine -- in the solid state as well as in solution with complementary characterisation methods (TEM, XRD, SAXS, DLS). The nanoparticles have been obtained by the versatile route originally introduced by Joo et al. [@b0045].

In the solid state, determination of the particle size is often based on TEM and XRD. In this context, HR-TEM analysis is a very powerful method, as it can directly give information on the crystal size but also on crystal structure and defects. However, one should keep in mind that the sample cross-section of TEM is very low and is sometimes influenced by serendipity or the operator. Therefore, a comparison with the results from the XRD analysis using the Scherrer equation as well as with those from SAXS analysis, both using a larger fraction of the sample, is useful to obtain a more complete picture of the nanoparticles size and size distribution. The values obtained by TEM, SAXS and XRD are in rather good agreement as also seen by other groups [@b0095; @b0170]. The quite simple method using Scherrer formula to determine the particle size from XRD-peak broadening, especially, leads to rather accurate results. However, the primary crystallite size is smaller as the nanoparticle size itself, as an amorphous or imperfect surface is not included. If the polydispersity of the nanoparticles is not too large, SAXS analysis and Scherer equation usually are in good agreement [@b0040].

The slight difference of the capping ligand regarding the space requirements yielded nanoparticles with different sizes and shapes but also influences the affinity to form agglomerates in solution. Both of the samples exhibit the sphalerite modification as crystal phase and have a diameter of approximately 3--5 nm. The nanoparticles in ZnS-OA are of spherical shape, whereas the sample ZnS-DA contains additionally a significant fraction of elongated particles, which can be only seen unambiguously by TEM. In the solid state, the nanoparticles are monocrystalline and well separated by the capping shell.

SAXS and DLS investigations on colloidal solutions of the nanoparticles reveal that the nanoparticles are dissolved as single particles in the case of ZnS-OA with a core--shell structure revealing a ZnS core with a diameter of 4 nm and an organic shell with a thickness of approximately 1.9 nm, which is reasonable compared to literature values [@b0160] and the length of an oleylamine molecule. In the case of ZnS-DA, the main fraction is also dissolved as single particles. However, some agglomerates with a diameter of approximately 40 nm are formed. From the SAXS evaluation, there are some indications that elongated particles are present, but the formation of aggregates is not allowing a more detailed analysis.

Appendix A. Supplementary material {#s0050}
==================================
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![Powder X-ray diffraction of the prepared ZnS nanoparticles using oleylamine (ZnS-OA -- upper trace) and using dodecylamine (ZnS-DA -- lower trace) as capping ligand.](gr1){#f0005}

![SAXS data of the prepared ZnS powder samples using oleylamine (ZnS-OA) and dodecylamine (ZnS-DA) as capping ligand as well as the obtained fits obtained by GIFT.](gr2){#f0010}

![(A) Pair distance distribution functions *p*(*r*) of ZnS-OA and ZnS-DA obtained from the SAXS data using the GIFT routine (limits of uncertainty are lower than the symbol size). (B) Radial contrast profile Δ*ρ*(*r*) of both samples determined by deconvolution of the PDDFs (limits of uncertainty are lower than the symbol size).](gr3){#f0015}

![TEM image of sample ZnS-OA.](gr4){#f0020}

![TEM image of sample ZnS-DA.](gr5){#f0025}

![HRTEM image of ZnS-DA. The distance of 0.313 nm corresponds to the 1 1 1 netplanes of the cubic sphalerite crystal structure.](gr6){#f0030}

![Volume weighted size distribution functions *D~v~*(*R*).](gr7){#f0035}

![SAXS-curves of ZnS-solutions in hexane (every 10th point is shown).](gr8){#f0040}

![(A) Pair distance distribution functions p(r) of ZnS-OA and ZnS-DA dissolved in hexane obtained from the SAXS data using IFT (limits of uncertainty are lower than the symbols) and (B) radial contrast profile Δ*ρ*(*r*) of ZnS-OA determined by deconvolution of the PDDFs (limits of uncertainty are lower than the symbols).](gr9){#f0045}

![UV-absorption spectra of ZnS-OA and ZnS-DA in hexane.](gr10){#f0050}

![Molecular structures of DA and OA.](gr11){#f0055}

###### 

Fit parameters and confident intervals obtained by the GIFT routine for both samples.

                      ZnS-OA          ZnS-DA
  ------------------- --------------- ---------------
  Volume fraction     0.459 ± 0.001   0.466 ± 0.004
  Radius (nm)         2.93 ± 0.01     2.71 ± 0.03
  Polydispersity      0.372 ± 0.002   0.441 ± 0.024
  Fractal dimension   2.80 ± 0.01     2.87 ± 0.02
